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FORWORD 

Along, with the rapid conversion from manual to dial switching ror local calls there 
is a growing trend toward dial switching ror toll calls. Whiie the present systems 
are intended prillla.ril.y to permit an operator at the calling end to do all the nec
essary dialing, the racilities and systems are so planned that direct dialing by the 
subscriber 7111J.Y be readily added to whatever extent hture conditions should warrant. 
Installations are being made as rapid~ as development and manuracturing will perm1 t 
and the network will expand quick~. Charts 1 end 2 indicate the extent or the 
growth or the network during 1948 and 1949 in circuits actu~ in service. Instal
lations to be started during 1949 will increase the network apprecieb~. 

The introduction or intertoll dialing presents J18IQ' new problems, one or which il 
the training or maintenance personnel in a new technique. As the control or the 
overall call is under the direct supervision or one operator, so the control or 
overall circuit testing becOJnes the responsibility or the Toll Testboardman at the 
originating office. Since the call is extended automaticalll through switches to 
the terminating telephone and the circuit becOJneS, errectively, a unit, sectional
ization or a trouble requires a good working knowledge or all the racilities used 
in the call. In his operations thererore, the test boardman must be able to identity 
and relate to their sources the various circuit conditions set up by different 
signaling and switching units as they perrorm their cycles. lie must rurther be able 
to talk on equal terms with :maintenance men at all types or offices in the necessary 
interchange of iDrormation and ideas. 

The local switchman similarly must be equipped to recognize toll circuit conditions 
which control and &rrect the local equipment and he must be able to exchange inror
mation equally. as pro:ficiently as the toll man. In the rinal ana~sis, while each 
man will be a specialist in his own field, the operations are so interlocked that he 
must have a knowledge ot the overall system to enable him to do his own Job intelli
gently. 

A considerable amount or iDrormatiori is available on all of the units which will make 
up the intertoll dialing network. Magazine articles, pemphlets, maintenance instruc
tions, training material, drawings and specirications ell contribute userul iDror
mation. For the purposes indicated in the roregoing however, this material is either 
too detailed, requiring considerable time ror simplification, or it is too specialized, 
taili~ to include the overall picture. Further, even without these shortco:mings, it 
.is too widely spread and vol'WIIinous • 

It is the purpose of this text, therefore, to gather all of this inrormation under one 
cover and in such rorm that it will serve as a textbook of ::f'ulidamentals. No assum.ption 
ot previous knowledge has been made in the preparation of the material so that, to a 
man who has become proficient in his own field the approach will seem elementary. However, 
to the student who is cODling into contact with a system tor the first time, and who will 
not be directly concerned in its maintenance, it will give an adequate foundation of the 
general operating functions and concepts. 

It is expected that this book will be used as a cOJnplete textbook for appreciation train
ing in intertoll dialing or as the textbook ror the introductory phase of any training 
course on the systems which make up the intertoll dialing network. It will be userul in 
the rollowing situations: 

1. To give a functional, correlated concept or the overall system to the personnel 
who require such knowledge. 

2. To assist engineering personnel in relating their requirements on detailed Jobs 
to the overall system. 

3· To provide maintenance men with the necessary understanding or the overall system. 

k. To provide a text of general iDrormation. 

For the most part no original material is included in this text. It is rather, a com
pilation or material :from some of the nUJnerous sources previously mentioned, edited as 
necessary to Jneet requireJnents. It should be not8d that the text has been prepared 
during the period of transition rrom manual to dial operation end while development work 
is still going on. Even at the time or issue thererore, the Dl8.terial may discuss oper
ations which have already become obsolete or been modiried Gr it may anticipate develop
ments which have not progressed to the point or actual practice. In all or the dis
cussions or dial operating it is assumed that the equipment is available to do the Job 
as it is intended it rinally will be dons. This is a large· asslDIIption and requires over
looking ma.ny cases where ma.nnal and diai operation will overlap tor some time. 

As the text is used therefore it should be kept in mind that it is intended to establish 
general concepts-o~ and that none ot the material is applicable as a source ot main
tainance or engineering iDrormation. 
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SECTION I 
NATIONWIDE OPERATOR TOLL DIALING 

1. 0 Tml PRESENT GENERAL TOLL SWITCHING 
PLAN 

1.01 Before considering the projected 
plans for nationwide operator toll 

dialing, it must be appreoia ted that any 
plan which is adopted will be an evolution 
from the prese.nt General Toll Swi tohing 
Plan which has been in use for manual ring
down operation since the 1920's. It may 
be well therefore to review the more im
portant features of the present plan and 
use it as a basis for further discussion. 

1.02 Under the present General Toll 
Switching Plan about 2500 cities 

throughout the United States and Eastern 
Canada are designated as "Toll Centers" 
(TC). Connected to the toll centers by 
various types of trunks are the tributary 
offices for which they handle the toll 
traffic, preparing the tickets, timing 
the calls and performing the other opera
tions incident to toll operating. 

1.03 The toll centers in turn are grouped 
into approximately 150 networks based 

upon "Primary Outlets" (PO), each toll 
center having direct circuits to its prim
ary outlet. The primary outlets also· serve 
as toll centers for their local.i ty. In 
turn each primary outlet has direct cir
cuits to one or more of the "Regional 
Centers" (RC) which, at present are New 
York, Atlanta, Chicago, St. Louis, Dallas, 
Denver, Los Angeles and San Francisco. 

~igure 1-1 shows the distribution of re
gional centers and primary outl~ts. 

1.04 The distribution of direct circuits 
is not necessarily limited· to these 

points. Where the volume of traffic 
warrants it, direct circuits are provided 
between primary outlets and between toll 
centers in the same region and may be pro
vided to toll centers in other regions. 
Therefore, while basically a call between 
toll centers would involve a switch at a 
primary outlet and calls between p;rimary 
outlets would require a switch at a re
gional center, this may not alway;J be 
necessary. 

1.05 The circuits which connect together 
the toll centers, primary outlets, 

and regional centers are known as inter
toll trunks and the traffic handled over 
them is generally indicated when reference 
is made to "toll traffic". However, 
strictly toll traffic is any traffic 
wherein the called station is outside the 
local service area of the calling station, 
the local service area being as defined 

. in the local telephone directory. Calls 
of this nature, usually handled by local 
"A" operators, may be completed on a dial 
basis bUt they will not be considered 
further in this discussion. The funda
mental principles may, however, be readi
ly applied to them. 

Fig. l-l - Locatiou of Prillary outlets and Beg10Dal Centers 
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SECTION I PAGE 2 

2.0 MANUAL OPERATION UNDER TEIE GENER.lU. 
TOLL SWITCHING PLAN 

2.01 For purposes of discussion let us 
as sum~ a call from Portsmouth, N.H. 

to Vinland, Kan. The routing of such a 
call is shown in Figure 1-2 vrhich confo:Mus 
to the fundamental pattern of the General 
Toll Switching Plan. 

2.02 The subscriber at Portsmouth is con-
nected to the toll opera tor anQ 

passes the details of the call. This 
operator determines the route and selects 
an idle circuit to Boston. Upon reac:hi.n6 
Boston she requests a circuit to New York 
and is transferred to the RX or through · 
operator. The request is again repeated 
and Boston RX selects an idle New York 
trunk and rings on it. The same proced
ure is repeated When New York answers 
and again at St. Louis and at Kansas City. 
When the Vineland operator answers, the 
called number is passed to her Whereupon 
she selects a trunk and rings the customer. 

80.570N 

3.0 NATIONWJJ>E NUMBERING PLAN 

3.01 In order to effectuate nationwide 
dial:tng, every telephone in' the dial 

ing network must be assigned a distinctive 
code which will differentiate it from 
every other te~phone. Further, with 
operator toll dialing, it is proposed not 
to increase the number of ~igits a custo
mer must dial on a local call because of 
the introduction of toll dialing. It is 
also desirable to limit the number of 
digits an operator must dial in order to 
complete a toll call to a:rry point. The 
Nationwide Num»ering Plan Which is des
cribed in the following paragraphs meets 
these objectives by utilizing existing 
local numbers ·;fu.erever possible ttnd by 
providing for the selection of any tele
phone with a maximum of ll digits {10 ill 
)llost cases). 

3.02 Under this plan, an operator will 
dial seven digits to reach a number 

in her own state or numbering-plan area, 

YUILAND 

RFGIDNAl CENTER 

0 PRIMARY OUTLET 

e TOLL CENTER 

Fig. 1-2 - Routing of a Manual Toll Call 

2.03 ·rn order to establish this call, 
it should be noted, the originating 

opera tor must know every switching point 
along the route and must supervise the 
coiiJlection at each point. This re-quires 
that she consult her directory to obtain 
the necessary information. 

2.04 ~2 per cent of toll calls are com-
pleted over direct circuits and 16 

per cent involve only one switch. In 
these cases no directory work is re
quired but the operator does refer to a 
bulletin on the svritchboard which con
tains a list of all direct circuit groups 
and as Ina:rry others as can be usefully in
cluded. Alternate routes are specified 
in some instances, but the use made of 
alternate routing is quite limited under 
ringdown ~eration as compared with the 
use that will be made under dial operation. 
A simple bulletin also shows the route to 
all Class One toll centers, that ~s, .toll 
centers located along ptrategic circuit 
routes. While all this aids in expedi t- . 
ing toll traffic, fur.ther improvement is 
desirable and can be obtained under the 
nationwide numbering plan. 

or ten digits to reach a number in an
other state or numbering-plan area. .An 
individual designation, called a routing 
cod~ must therefore be created, by the 
selection of a three-nigit number, for 
each Central Office, for both Bell System 
and independent companies, in the United 
States and other adjacent countries in
cluded in the operator dialing plans. It 
is this three-digit code which a calling 
operator will dial in order to rea~h a 
given central office. 

3.03 At the present time local numbers 
vary by places from three digits in 

the smaller towns to seven digits in the 
larger cities. In many cases, some num
bers are four digits and others are five 
in the same place, and in other places 
there are five and six-digit numbers. In 
some mixed five and six-digit places, the 
numbers consist of all numerical digits, 
while in others they consist of one letter 
and four or five numerals. Mixed six and 
seven-digit places may have two letters 
and four or five numerals in the number. 
Seven-digit cities may have three letters 
and four digits in the local number or t"WO 
letters and five digits. 
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3.04 All of these arrangements are ap-
propriate for the places in 'Which 

they exist, but a long distance operator 
in a distant city might well be uncer
tain 'What to dial in many cases unless 
rules are given for her guidance. 

3.05 From this description of the pre-
sent numbering arrangements it will 

be seen that there is a problem of choos-
ing central-office routing codes for 
operator toll dialing which must be super
imposed on the present numbering arrangements. 

3.0~ That problem will be met in this way: 
The United States and Canada will be 

divided into about 85 numbering-plan areas 
and, 'Where practical,. these areas will in
clude an entire state or province. Each 
area will include up to approximately 500 
central offices, and each office will be 
assigned a three-digit routing code 'Which 
does not conflict with any other routing 
code in its area. Each numbering plan 
area will itself be reached by means Df a 
three-digit code that does not conflict 
with any other area code or with any cen
tral office routing code. 

SECTION I Page 3 

3.07 Thus, each central office in this 
country and in Canada will be des

ignated by sillt digits which will cld:stin
guish it from every other central office 
in the two countries. A maximum of ten 
digits dialed by the originating operator 
will reach e:n:y telephone: three digits 
for the area code, three digits for the 
central office code, and four d±gits for 
the called line number • The feY excep
tions to this ten-digit standard include 
principally party-line designations, num
bers o~r 9999 used in man.ual offices, 
dial local numbers consi~ting of' six num
ericals (e.g. 52-7456), and calls to TX 
operators designated by three digits. In 
the folloving, reference will be made to 
10 digits only. The exceptions should be 
kept in mind. 

3.08 In the Bell System, and in ma.ny of' 
the independent telephone companies 

"O" (zero) is reserved as a special code 
by which a customer reaches the operator. 
"Zero" therefore is not available as the 
firSt digit of' a routing code. The f'ig• 
ure "1" (one) is avoided as a first digit 
of' a code because some of our equipment 

J'tl 1-3 - A :latioJar:l.U '.roD. ~ Plu. 
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SECTION I PAGE 4 

is arranged so that an initia~ pul\.e of "~" 
is ineffective. These figures, "Q~, and "~" 
are not used in centra~ office names and 
there are no ~etters on the di~s in the 
"O" and "~" positions. (You may have 
noticed that in some places the dia~ num
ber plate has the ~etter "Z" in the "0" 
position, but it is not used as part of a 
centra~ o~fice name.) 

3.09 Just because they cannot be used to 
start a centra~ office code, however, 

does not mean they cannot be used in the 
numbering plan area codes. With "O" and 
"~" in the area code, this code is distin
quished ~rom ~1 centra~ office routing 
codes. A:rea codes with a "0" in the mid
dle will be assigned to numbering plan 
areas in states whic have more than one 
numbering plan area 

3.10 In the centr~ office, the operator 
will· have a bul~etin at her position 

W.Uich shows the numbering plan area codes 
for ~1 of the sing~e area states and for 
the larger cities in each numbering plan 
area of the multi-area states. If she is 
handling a call to a distant city in a 
state in W.Uich the area code has a "O" in 
the middle, and the number given by the 
customer has more than four digits, she 
will know that she may proceed with the 
ca.~ without reference to the routing oper
ator, since the "0" in the code indicates 
that it gives access to the entire state. 

3-~~ When she receives a ca~l for a city 
~isted on her bul~etin and the area 

code for that call has a "~" in the middle, 
she knows that she may proceed with that 
call but may not go ahead with any other 
c~l to points in that state not listed in 
her bulletin without reference to the 
routing operator. On cal~s for which 
neither the state nor the city is listed 
on the bulletin, she must of course refer 
to the routing operator. 

3.~2 Since each c~l W.Uich must be re-
ferred to the routing operator is 

de~ayed by the additional seconds that 
must be added to the time required to 
establish the connection, any p~an that 
can be followed in the assignment of rout
ing codes that makes it unnecessary to re
fer to the routing operator will improve 
the q~ity of the service. 

3.~3 As mentioned ear~ier, numbering p~an 
area boundaries will, in genera~, 

coincide with state boundaries. In each of 
the fourteen states which have more than 
five hundred centr~ offices, inc~uding 
independent company offices, there will 
be anywhere from two to five numbering 
p~ areas. In determining the locations 
of boundaries between numbering-plan 
areas, a few genera~ rules were fo~~owed. 

All tributaries of a i?o~l center are in
cluded in the same area as the toll ceno. 
ter. And as much as possible, boundaries 
within a state are located so as to a
void cutting across heavy toll routes. 

4.0 ASSIGNING ROUTING CODES TO CENTRAL 
OFFICES 

4.01 At this point we will consider the 
plan fo~owed in assigning routing 

codes to the central offices within a 
numbering plan area. The objective is to 
estab~ish central office routing codes 
that 'vill minimize the number of cal~s on 
which the operator must refer to a bul~e
tin or to the routing operator to obtain 
the route. .Uso, it would be most advan-· 
tageous, if possible, to assign ~~ 
central office routing codes so that the 
operator could tell the routing code from 
the number given by the customer - since 
th.e customer gives t.l-J.e number on about 80 
percent of the calls placed. 

4.02 In the seven-digit cities, all cen-
tral offices have names. In some 

cities the first two letters of the 
office name and a numeral for the office 
desigD4tion - CO (rtlandt) 7-1234 in 
New York City, for example. In others, 
the first three letters of the office 
name form the designation - as in Chi
cagb's CEN (tral)-5678. Central office 
routing codes are made to conform with 
the central office designations in these 
cities. 

4.03 In six-digit cities, which have 
office names, the code is made to 

correspond with the first three ~etters 
of the office name - HOP-1234 to reach 
HO (pkins)-1234 in Providence, R.I., for 
instance. 

4.04 In cities with five digit numbers 
{these central offices do not have 

names) the first t'vo letters of the city 
name and the first digit of the telephone 
number are used as the centr~ office 
routing code. In Albany, N.Y., by way of 
example, this would be (AL) 3-4567. 

4.05 Cities with four or less digits will 
be given three digit numeric~ codes 

which will be based on the first two let
ters of the city name, as far as this is 
possible without introducing code conflicts 
within an area. For Salem, Ore., the cen
tral office routing code would be 725, 
corresponding to SAL. In .some states there 
are many cities whose names begin with a 
!19rd such as "San" "Saint" or "New". This 
makes it impossible to follow the city D.8lle 

rule in many cases. It will be noted that 
by applying these rules, the operator can 
tell on a high percentage of c~ls "What tm 
central office routing code is from the 
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number in the distant city given by the 
customer, and can proceed at once -.Ti th ihe 
handling of the call without reference to 
bulletin or to the routing ope:Jre.tor. 

5. 0 PROPOSED DIAL TOIJ.. S\UTCRING PLAN 

Cond.i tions Which Proposed Plan is In
tended to Meet and Service Objectives 

5.01 The condition w.hich the proposed 
switching plan is def:ligned to 

meet is that in which the plaJl.t_ is on a 
dial basis both for local and toll. The 
purpose of the plan is to enable an out
ward toll operator to complete a call to 
any dial telephone in the nation, without 
the intervention of operators at inter
mediate points, by dialing a maxim:um of 
10 digits. Unii'orm.ly fast service be
tween all communities, large an:d. small., 
nearby or distant, is the objective. 

5.02 The plan contemplates a new system 
of routing toll calls in w.hich inter

toll trunks will. be utilized at high 
efficiency by means w.hich will at the same 
time reduce to a very small figure the 
chance of a call being delayed on account 
of' all truJ:lks busy. The realization of 
this objective will iuvolve full exploita
tion of the capabilities of the dial equip
ment to try in rapid succession a first 
route and several predetermined alternate 
routes, the purpose being to advance the 
call over any of several suitable routes in 
vhich an idle :;truJ:lk is available. This is 
called alternate rop:t!tng. The economy of 
this system lies in the opportunities which 
it presents for deliberately engineering 
most truJ:lk groups to carry only part of the 
l.oa.d offered, the balance of the load over
flowing successively to the other groups 
where it is combined with similar over
flows from other sources, the whole design 
being coDrd.inated and regulated in such a 
wa;y that a call wil.l be almost certain to 
find an idle path before it has rtm the 
complete gamut of the routes available. 

Al.ternate Bouti.J:lg 

5.03 It is propcsed to apply to toll rout-
ing the basic principles of' alternate 

routing currently employed f'or plant economy 
and service reasons in certain l.arge cross
bar office cities for local trtmld.Iig. The 
principle on w.hich alternate routing is 
based is that in general the cheapest wa;y 
to ~e a traffic load between two points 
:X:. and Y is to handl.e part of' it over direct 

X~I 
Fig. 1-4 Al. terDate Boutfag 
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truJ:lks between the two points and over
flow w.hatever calls cannot be handled 
on the direct XY truJ:lks to an alternate 
route xzy with a switch at the inter
media~ office Z. See Fig. 1-4. TlW 
economic division of the load between 
the direct and alternate routes is re
lated to the cost of a direct truJ:lk be
tween X and Y as compared with the sum 
of the costs of an XZ truJ:lk, a ZY trunk 
and of' switching a trunk's worth of load 
at z. The direct routing is always 
cheaper on a per trunk basis since even 
'Where the geographical routings and cir
cuit mileage are the same for the direct 
and alternate routes, the alternate route 
includes additional switching, toll termi
nal and signaling equipment at the inter
mediate switching point Z which are not re
quired in the direct trunk. 

5.04 If the entire·x toY load is offered 
to one XY. trunk, and any XY calls 

which this single trunli: is not free to han
dle immediately are overflowed manually or 
automatically to the XZY route, the XY 
trunk will operate at a high efficiency 
perhaps 8o per cent, or more if the load is 
substantial. That is, the XY trunk will be 
busy a large part of the time during the 
busy period. If a second XY trUnk is added 
it will carry less load, and its efficiency 
will be less than the first. The third 
will be still less efficient, etc. Thus 
the cost per Unit of load carried on the 
direct XY. route increases as truJ:lks are 
added on this route, and there is, there
fore, a point at w.hich it is cheaper to 
overflow part of the load to the alternate 
XZY route than to provide add.i tional direct 
truJ:lks to carry it. On the alternate rou-te 
a nucleus of trunks is required for XZ and 
ZY traffic 'Whether or not there is any over
flow to this route so that the added loads 
due to overflow can be carried at a rela
tively high efficiency per added trunk on 
the alternate route. Non-coincidence of 
busy hours as between the direct and altar
nate routes is also an element which can be 
exploited in many cases to realize further 
econom;y. For a.ny given set of conditions 
a determination can reB.dily be made of the 
number of direct trunks that ought to be pro
vided for the most economical layout and of 
the amount of overflow to the alternate 
route. In some cases, particularly where 
the XY load is small, the mo.st economical 
arrangement will be to switch the entire 
1oad, that is no direct trunks wOlll.d be 
provided. · 

5.05 Under this plan as propa;ed herein a 
call in general would bave several 

available routes over high-usage groups. 
These would be tested in a predetermined 
order and the call advanced over the first 
route in vhich an idle truJ:lk was available 
at the moment of testing. 
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5.06 The small residue of calls not dis- Physical Features of Proposed Plan 
posed of on the high-usage net-.rork 

are passed with practically no delay to a 
final group i·fuere they are almost certain 
to find an idle path available. The effect 

5.08 The physical features of the proposed 
plan as now envisioned are as follows: 

is to keep all trunks busy a larger part 
of the time, .mile at the same time the 
percentage of calls encountering all trunks 
busy is reduced to a very small figure. 

l. The proposed general toll switching plan 
is an evolution of the present plan, the 
principe..l features of which are retained. 

Basic Difference Between Dial snd Ringdo>rn 

5.07 Before embarking on a further 9is-

2. The proposed plan envisions t;ro broad 
classes of toll centers: ordinary TC's 
and CSP 1 s (control switching points). 

cussion of the principles of the pro
posed routing system, the features of which 
are outlined above, it will be profitable 
to take a broad look at those fundamental 
features and capabilities of dial operation 
.mich make it practicable and desirable to 
modify present toll routing practice. Table 
I lists six basic items and compares the 
conditions under dial and ringdovm operation. 

3 • The CSP' s are to be the interiiledia te 
switching points for multi-switch calls 
corresponding in a general wa:y to the 
present primary o1:.tlets and regional 
centers. Three classes of CSP's are 
postulated: 

Item 

a. Supervision on 
intertoll trunks 

b. Cost per Switch •• 

c. Effect on service 
of switching. 

d. Type of Switching 
equipment. 

e. Routing control 

f. Al.ternate routing 

Regional Centers (RC' s) - Each serves 
a large area as at present. Each is 

TAB:GE I 

Ringdo>rn 
Operation 

Non-through (l lamp). OUt
ward operator supervises 
call by~eans of lamp asso
ciated with calling line, 
by listening for start of 
conversation and by ringing 
signals from forward opera
tors. 

High 

Slows service and causes 
errors. 

2-wire 

It is necessary for dperators 
to know (from bullet iDS on 
route guides) every inter
mediate point on the route 
and to build up connection 
point-by-point. 

Limited because done by 
operators. 

Dial 
Operation 

Through ( 2 lamp) • Outward 
operator supervises call 
by means of two lamps, 
one associated ~~th call
ing line and other with 
called line. By these 
lamps she is apprized of 
all events connected with 
the call. 

Low 

Negligible delay (about 
1.5 sec. per switch) and 
little chance of error. 

2 or 4-wire as required. 

Called number contains all 
information needed :t:or 
routing. Routing is, en
tirely automatic atter 
call dialed into the 
equipment at a CSP. The 
equipment at each inter
mediate CSP w.i.ll be cap
ab,le of translating the 
digits of the called num
ber into the information 
needed to select the first 
and alternate routes in 
predetermined order and of 
passing on to the next 
point the digits necessary 
to advance the call beyom 
that point. Except where 
the first leg is selected 
in the multiple the opera
tor need not know what cir
cuits <;>r routes are used 
in handling the call. 

Less limited because done 
by dial equipment. 
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connected to every other re
gional center by a liberally 
engineered "final" trunk group. 
Four-wire switching required. 

Sectional Centers (SC's} - This 
is a new classification. It 
serves an JJ:.n,term.ediate role be-
tween the regional center and 
primary outlet. Each SC where 
established would serve an area 
comprising part of a regional 
area. It would embrace the 
area served by several primary 
outlets. Each SC would be conn
ected to a home RC by means of a 
liberally engineered "final" trunk 
group. Four-wire switching required.. 

Primary Outlets (PO's) - Each serves 
a part of a sectional or regional 
area. Each is connected to its 
home SC or RC by means of a liber
ally engineered. "final" trunk 
group. Two or four-wire switch-
ing applicable. 

4. All toll centers not designated as 
CSP's (:tncluding present primary and 
secondary outlets and secondary switch
ing points that are not made CSP's) 
will become. ordinary toll centers limit
ed to single switch traffic. Each TC 
will be connected to its home PO (or 
SC or RC) by means of a liberally en
gineered "final.': trunk group. Two-wire 
switching and step-by-step, crossbar 
or other types of equipment applicable. 
Gain arrangements may be provided if 
desired for use on single switch connec
tions through the TC. 

5. CSP's must be provided with sender fea
tures as .well as gain control features. 
Crossbar equi:i?Jnent will generally be 
used to provide these features. 

6. In addition to the basic network of 
liberally engineered "final" trunk 
groups referred to above (i.e., RC 
to RC, SC to home RC, PO to home SC 
or B,C , TC to home PO, SC or RC ) , "high 
usage" groups (i.e., groups engineered 
to operate on the basis of high loadingJ 
will be provided b~en pairs of points 
in all categories to the extent justified 
by traffic. The number of high usage 
groups will greatly exceed the number of . 
"final" groups. 
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7. It is believed that there will 
be about 200 CSP's. Some present 
gain centers are expected to be
come ordinary TC's and some places 
that are now TC's are expected to 
become CSP's. Very broadly, the 
selection of CSP's involves balanc
ing the added cost of providing CSP 
features against the savings in 
trunking costs, the purpose being to 
select a combination of CSP's which 
results in the lowest over•all cost. 

"Home" CSP' s and Final Trunks 

Basic Concept 

5.09 A toll center may have high-usage groups 
to other TC's and to several CSP 1 s. In 

addition to these high-usage groups, it is con
templated under the proposed plan that each toll 
center will have a final group to one particular 
CSP. This is its "home" CSP and may be a prim
ary outlet, sectional center or regional center. 
The home CSP serves as the final routing point 
for the toll center for both incoming and out
going traffic. Similarly each primary outlet 
has its "home" sectional center (or regional 
center) and each sectional center its "home" 
regional center. 

"Final" Trunk Group Layout 

5.10 The "final" trunk groups are those conn-
ecting the ordinary toll center with its 

"home"primary outlet (or SC or RC); the prim
ary outlet with its 'home" sectional center (or 
RC); the sectional center with its "home" re
gional center; and the groups which completely 
interconnect the regional centers. The "final" 
groups are the "final" routes and collectively 
comprise the backbone network of paths required 
to i'urnish a connection from any toll center to 
any other toll center. These final groups would 
be engineered on a liberal basis; that is, 
enough trunks will be prQvided in a final group 
so that the probability of a call encountering 
NC is small. 

5.11 A schematic of the relationship of the 
different classes of toll centers and 

the final routes interconnecting them is as 
follows: 

TC TC TC 

I I I 
T T r 
sc sc sc 

I I ·1 
RC------~--------------------RC--------~--~------RC 

Fig. 1-5 Schematic of Final Routes 
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5.12 A few examples of the man1 possible 
high-usage trunk groups are as shovm 

in Fig. 1-6. A high-usage group can be 
established between any two points. The 
number of high-usage groups is expected 
to be 4 or 5 times the number of final 
groups. 

5.15 All of tl1e possible routes are 
shown on Fig.l-"1', but not, all routes 

will be used in all cases. \fuere more than 
four routes exist one or more can be skipped. 
In many cases not all of the high-usage groups 
shown on the chart will be ·available because 
of insufficient traffic to justify a group. 

~ --~ ~ 
\ ----\ ----,-

PO} ---- PO-=:::::_::::---------- --=PO ,, -------- ' -- ..,..,, 
I -- ~~ 

I _.--- ~ 
{sc~------------------ -sc-__ ____ -----sc 
\ ----- ~~--
\ ---- -- ----RC· - ---RC-"'..- -- -RC 

Fig. 1-6 Possible Network of High Usage Groups 

Routing Pattern 

5.13 Alternate routing conducted in a 
definite pattern at each point in

volved in the connection is contemplated 
by the proposed plan. The procedure 
wiD, be that each of the appropriate 
high-usage trunk groups is tested in a 
predetermined order and if they are all 
busy, the call 1vill pej.SS over the "final" 
route to the next point in the chain of 
routings at which point a similar pattern 
of routings will be used to deliver the 
call to the called point. 

5.14 The detailed routing pattern for 
calls between any two ?bints can 

be visue~ized from Fig. 1-7 which is 
attached at the end of this section. To 
assist interpretation, the various points 
shown on Fig. 1-7 haye bee.n designated by 
letters as well as by distinctive codes. 
The Figure is divided into seven sections 
each of Which shows all possible routes 
from a particular point to toll center e. 
Referring to section 1 of the figure, the 
first route betvreen a and e would be the 
direct high usage trunk group if it exists. 
If the ae group does not exist the first 
route might be via an ordinary toll center 
i or via the CSP's f, g, h, d, c, b. Sup
pose that as far as the points shown are 
concerned the only groups from a are those 
to d, c, and b. In this case the first 
route on an ae call would be via d. If 
the ad high-usage group ;rere busy the sec
ond route might be to c. If the ac high
usage groups were busy the third and final 
route would be to b, the home CSP of a. If 
the call gets to b, the routing choices in 
order, as sho1v.n iri section 2 of the figure, 
are to e, f, g, h, d and c. From c the 
possible routes to e and the order in which 
they would be used are indicated in section 
3, and the routings from other points to e 
are shown in other sections. The possible 
routes between any two points can be deter
mined from the figure. Thus, from section 4 
the routes from d to f are, in order, df', dg 
and dh. 

For these reasons the actual routing pattern 
will be much simpler than a first look at the 
chart might suggest. 

5.16 The routing pattern is so set up that a 
"final" path exists from every point to 

the next succeeding point in the chain of rout
ings leading to the called point so that the 
call can be completed with little chance of de
lay due to NC regardless of how much rerouting 
and switching is involved. 

5.17 It should be noted that a call is con-
tinuously passed to the next CSP in the 

routing chain. If a call encounters an all
trunks-busy condition at any point, the origin
ating operator will receive a suitable signal 
and the call must then be dialed again after an 
appropriate interval. 

5.18 It will be noted that under the proposed 
plan some calls may encounter six 

switches (~-P0-8C-RC-BC-SC-P0.:.~) as compared 
to the present limit of four switches (~.;.po
RC-RC-PO-TC). It has been estimated, hovrever, 
that less than 3 toll board calls out of every 
100,000 are likely to involve six switches and 
only a minute percentage will involve five 
switches. From the transmission standpoint 
the use of four wire switching equipment at 
sectional and regional centers tends to offset 
the disadvantage of the extra switches since :In 
the rare case where six switches are required, 
at least four of them, would be on a four-wire 
baSis. From the standpoint of effect on speed 
of service the additional switches are not con
sidered controlling since it is expected that 
all the testing and switching at a CSP can be 
done in about 1.5 seconds. 

Operating Methods 

1-Ti thout Sender Systems for Outward Traffic 

5.19 This will be i:he usual condition at an 
ordinary ~. The operator will. select 

toll lines in the multiple for outward traffic. 
All. toll lines will be on a high-usage basis 
except for the final group to the home CSP. · 
It is assumed that not more than three routes 
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v:tll be available to the operator on a 
given item of traffic; that is, original 
route, first alternate and final route. 
Under varying circumstances these three 
routes will involve the following: 

lst Route - One of the follovr.i.ng: 

(a) Direct 
Dial only the called number. 

(b) One switch at intermediate TC 
having a S x S intertoll 
train. 

Dial· an arbitrary code of 
not more than 3 digits 
followed by the called 
number. 

(c) One switch at intermediate 
ordinary TC having senders 
such as a 1,15 crossbar. 

Dial the 7 digit national 
numbering plan. number or 
an arbitrary code of not 
more than 3 digits follow
ed by the called station 
number. 

(d) Via a. CSP 
D'ial the 7 digit national 
numbering plan number ·<pre
ceded by the 3 digit na
tional numbering plan area 
code if required. 

1st Alternate Route 

(b) (c) or (d) under 1st route. 

Final Route 

Via its home CSP - proceed as un
der (d) above. 

In same cases the variation in 
operating practices if 3 routes 
are used may make it desirable to 
limit the number of routes to 2, 
the second of which will be final 
route. 

5.20 The intertoll trunks available to 
the operator on the original and 

first alternate routes will be on a high
usage basis and will often be busy, par
'W.cularly in the busy hour. Also, on 
single switched comJ.ections the trilllks 
f'i-om the intermediate office to the term
inating toll center will also be on a 
high-usage basis in many case10. 'When an 
operator encounters an all-trunks-busy 
condition on either leg of switched conn
ections, it w.Ul be necessary to reroute. 
J:Iowever, since it is quite likely that an 
idle trunk will be available in the final 
f'oute, calls are not held up by tbis pro
cedure. 
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With Senders Available for Outward Traff·ic 

5.21 This will be the situation at all 
CSP 1 s and at some ordinary TC 1 s. 

In these cases some intertoll trunks may 
be selected manually in the multiple and 
others would be reached through the dial 
equipment using the senders at the orig
inating point, depending upon the econom
ies in ea_ch case. Alternate routing can 
be obtained through the senders on an auto
matic basis with a consequent simplifica
tion in operating practices. Otherwise, 
the conditions obtaining under 5.19 apply. 

Extent of Switching Areas 

5.22 The basic routing pattern is closely 
associated with the provision o:f' the 

"final" trunk groups. Since final trunk 
groups are provided from all ordinary toll 
centers to their home primary outlets, a 
call originating and terminating within a 
primary outlet area does not go outside 
that area to find an idle trunk to the 
called point. This can be seen by refer
ence to Fig. 1-7. Similarly fill/U groups 
are provided from all primary outlets to 
the sectional center and a call originat
ing and terminating in the area served by 
a. sectional center does not go outside 
that area to find an idle trunk to the 
called point. A similar situation pre
vails for calls originating and terminat
ing in the region served by a regional 
center. In this way routings are confined 
to areas of ma.n.ageable size, the geographi
cal area involved corresponding to the 
needs of the calls. Calls from one area 
to another must, of course, cross boundaries, 
Certain intra-area fringe items may also 
cross area boundaries to save backhaul. 

5.23 The basic routing pattern further pro-
vides that at any given CSP the calls 

switched shoUld either originate or termin
ate in the area for 'Which it is the home 
CSP. Thus a call switched at a regional 
center should either originate or termina
ate in that region; a call switcheo. at a 
sectional center should either originate 
or terminate in that sectional area; and 
a call switched at a primary outlet should 
either originate or terminate in that prim
ary area. The maximum number of possible 
switching points on a call between two prim
ary outlets in different regions is thus 
four, the two sectional centers and the two 
regional centers. The bulk of' the traffic 
that is not direct can be switched at any 
one of the :f'our points as economy or service 
considerations or both indicate. Similarly 
on calls between sectional centers in two 
different regions, the possible switching 
points for traffic that is not direct are 
the two regional centers and either can be 
used as economy or service considerations 
indicate. 
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5.24 When two sectional centers have a 
considerable volume of traf~ic be

tween thea and.B.'l'lr some distance removed I.":.·om 
their regional centers, it is feasible to 
provide final trunk groups between thea 
and avoiCI. having a;n:y tra.fi"ic between them 
switched at the di.stant regional centers. 
'l!be provision of these extra final groups 
invol.ves some additi9ll!U cost for trunks, 
but other considerations such as condi.
tions at switching points may be controll
illg. In fact, final groUJ?s can be estab
lished between a;n:y two points where it is 
fel.t that the traffic, equipment, adminis
trative or other reasons justif7 the cost 
of the extra circuits. 

Transmission 

5.25 The present view is that the aver-
age transmission urovideG. under the 

new plan will be substantially the same 
as under the present plan but that in
dividual types of calls may be subject 
to small changes from the present. Dur
ing the busy hour it is e:;;;pected that 
there will be an increase in the volume 
of switched calls, with an attendant 
s~all effect on over-all transmission. 
On the other hand, it is ez;pected that 
the provision of additional direct groups 
will improve transmission during the non
busy hours. 

5.26 The increase in the maximum number of 
switches from 4 to 6 is not con

sidered to be important from a trans
mission. viewpoint because 4-wire 
switches will be used at 4 of the 6 
switching points, The percentage of 
traffic encountering 5 a.nd 6 switches 
will be extremely small. Further dis
cussion of the transmission problem 
is contained in Section IX: of this 
text. 

6.0 EQUIPMENT FEATURES liECESSARY TO 
FiiLt: TOLL DIAL OPERATION 

6.01 It is expected that about 200 
places in the United States and 

Canada will be designated as CSP's. In 
order to utilize the full potential of 
the switching plan previously described 
the switching equipment being designed 
for these places will incorporate the 
following significant features: 

Storing and Variable Spilling of Digits 

6.02 A CSP will be able to accept a 
number in the national numbering 

plan form, use it for switching to the 
proper outgoing trunk and pass along 
-whatever part of it may be needed at 
the next point to 'Which the cal.l is 
switched.· Selection of the outgoing 
trunk and determination of the digits 
to be passed along must be made from 
the routing di.gits received. In some 

cases they will be only the office code and 
in some cases both the area and office codes. 
The digits spilled forward may be the entire 
number, only the four numerical digits, the 
office code plus the four numerical digits 
or part of the office code plus the four nun
erical digits. This means that some device 
for storing digits must be provided so that 
they may be used for trunk selection within 
the office and still be preserved for use 
at the next office vhen required. The stor
age capacity will be eleven digits so that 
once it has started to receive digits it 
will be able to take a1l that may come with
out a pause. 

The sending equipment will recognize an on
hook signal as an indication that it may 
spill and an off-hook signal as an indica
tion to stop. It will be able to take one 
stop signal after spilling bas started. 
After such a stop signal and the receipt 
of a new start indication, it will start 
spilling digits at the point 'Where it bad 
previously been stopped. This permits 
reaching a link type CDO (one in Which the 
trUnk from the toll office must be found 
by a link before dialing can proceed) or a 
sender office through a step-by-step TC. 
It also permits reaching a link . type CDO 
through another CDO not of the 'j.ink type • 
An off-hoGk condition before spilling is 
started is not considered a stop, but a 
delay dial signal. It is therefore poss
ible to extend a call through two link type 
offices in series only Where the first is 
reached by a direct trunk from the CSP. 

Code Conversion 

6.03 This is a term for the s1il.bstitution 
of a different set of digits for 

the received code. The feature is used for 
handling calls to tributaries of step-by
step TC's. For example, let us assume that 
Redwood is a tributary of Greenfield, a 
step-by-step TC. The call for a Redwood sub
scriber would come to a CSP in the same num
bering area in the form RE3-2345, the actual 
numericals being 733-2345. If this number 
were sent to Greenfield it would conflict 
with the Greenfield subscriber's number 7332 
In order to avoid this conflict it would be 
necessary to send the GreenfitU:d office code 
ahead of calls to Greenfield sUbscribers. 
This would require extra selectors at 
Greenfield. 

By providing code conversion facilities at 
the CSP the digits 125 might be substituted 
for the received 733. These digits would 
guide the switches at Greenfield to the Red
wood trunk group. There would be no con .. 
flict with Greenfield numbers because they 
never begin with "1". 

If Redwood were in a different area from the 
CSP the 125 would be substituted for the 
area plus the office code. 
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Automatic Alternate Routing 

6.04 The value of alternate routing for 
promoting efficient use of outside 

plant is well established and needs· no ex
tended discussion here. As was ind:i.cated 
in the discussion of the switching plan., ex
tensive use of it 'Will be made.· 

Facilities capable of selecting as many 
alternate routes as the circuit layout 
makes desirable 'Will be available for Bell 
System CSP' s. 

Six-digit Translation 

6.05 Facilities for translating both area 
code an.d the office code will be a

vailable. This feature will not be used 
where the call is destined for a point in 
the :numbering area in which the CSP is locat
ed, since it will never receive its own. area 
code except through an. error:.;· When it is. re
ceived a reorder signal will be returned. 

The value of translation of both area a.n.d 
office code lies in the ability i:t affords 
to make a selection of the proper route to 
an. office in a foreign area when there are 
~ro or more routes to choose from. With 
translation restricted to the first three 
digits received it would be necessary to 
forward all traffic to a:rry particular 
foreign area by the same route. This would 
result in uneconomical routings with res
pect to both outside plant an.d. swi telling 
equipment, an. extra switch being forced un
necessarily on many items of traffic, 

For example, it is desired to reach a sUb
scriber in Akron, Ohio from Pittsburgh which 
is a CSP. Akron an.d. Cleveland. are in the same 
numbering area, direct trunk groups to both 
points are amply justified by the traffic. 
The CSP equipment :l.il Pittsburgh must trans
late both the area code and the office code 
for the Akron subscriber in order to be 
able to route the c.all over the direct trunk 
group to Akron. If six-digit translation 
were not provided it would be necessary to 
route this call through Cleveland. since 
only one route could be chosen from the 
area code alone an.d. the route selected for 
this purpose would be the one over which 
the greatest volume of traffic would flow 
with a choice of routes available. 

Four-wire S'Wi telling an.d. Gain. Control 

6.06 Among the advantages of four-wire 
switching are freedom from restric

tions inherent in ~-wire switching in 
planning future transmission improvements 
and ability to make more effective use of 
the transmission. gain availabl~ in toll 
systems. Continued extension of tlJ.e applica
tion of carrier facilities to a wider range 
of circuits will result in a toll plant 
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made up almost entirely of high "telocity 
circuits for intermediate links an.d. this 
will in turn open the door to improve
ments in transmission that mi&lt be limited 
by the insertion of a tvv-w'...re switch at a 
tr...rough switching point. 
For many years the toll plant will contain 
both high velocity four-wire circuits and 
several varieties of voice-frequency cir
cuits. The most effective use ·can. be made 
of this composite plant by the employment 
of the very flexible gain control methods 
p9ssible 'With four-wire swi telling. 

Speed 

6.07 Provision is made for sending an.d. re-
ceiving digits on a multi-frequency 

instead of a decimal basis whenever poss
ible. This form of pulsing will be the 
usual means of communication between CSP's 
an.d. will contribute materially to speed of 
operation. It offers no advantage, how
ever 1 over decimal pulsing from a CSP to a 
step-by-step or similarly equipped TC. A 
further step in the direction o:t improved 
speed is provision for sending digits for
ward as soon as it is possible to do so, 
even while others are still being received. 

Ease of Administration 

6.08 It will be appreciated that With trans-
lating equipment provided for remote 

areas changes in the equipment must be 
rather frequent. Whenever a new office is 
opened up in one area translating equipment 
must be checked an.d. sometimes cbanged in all 
CSP' s having translators for the area. 

Whenever routings are changed due to elimina
tion or creation of a trunk group, as is 
frequently done for seasonal traffic, trans
lating equipment must be changed. The Bell 
System CSP equipment will have the flexibil
ity to enable these changes to be made 
quickly an.d. easily. 

6.09 The features demanded at ordinary toll 
centers, of which there will be about 

22001 for operation under the nationwide 
dialing plan are rel.atinly simple. They 
can be provided with step-by-step, crossbar 
or other types of' equipment which will han
dle single switch and originating and tem
inating tra.ff'ic. Gain arrangements mEi.y be 
provided for use on the single switch conn
ections. 

6.l0 It should be noted that installations 
of No. 4 an.d. No. A4A Toll Switching 

Systems do not provide ·aJ.l of the features 
required for CSP operation. These systems 
are being installed in a :number of' cities 
to relieve traffic co:agestion but will te
quire modification ~or operation under the 
toll dial plan.. 
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7.0 DIAL OPERA.'fiOlil' 

7 .ol Row the call previou&!,y described 
'With Jlla.1l'Ual. operation lnigb.t be 

lumdled under the propvsed plan, 'With 
COJIIIII.On control equipment provided where 
it is needed, is shown in Figure l-10. 
The Portsmouth operator instead of be
ing required to find out the code to 
be used at each sw1 tching point needs 
only the code for (VIN)land, i.e. 
816-846. This code would be the same no 
matter where the call originated. She 
selects a trunk to Boston and keys 816 
846 1234 into a sender in Boston. The 
sender gives the code 816 to the marker, 
causing it to select a toll line to New 
York, and then spills the complete num
ber into a sender in New York. This 
process is repeated through New York and 
St. Lou:i.s to Kansas City. The equipment 
at each sw1tching point knows that 816 
is the code for eastern Kansas, and sel
ects the best route for getting there. 

PORTSMOUTH BOSTON NEW YORK ST.LOUIS 

The digits 846 drive switches in Lawrence 
to the selection of a Vinland trunk and 
the 1234 drive switches in Vinland to the 
subscribert.s line. The symbol for step
by-step equipment is used at La~.:rence and 
Vinland to indicate that senders are not 
required at those places since the digits 
received there do not have to be reused. 

7.03 I:t' the toll lines :t'rom New YOrk to -
St. Louis are all busy, the call 

might be automatically routed through 
Chicago, where it may be routed to Kansas 
City directly or, if' the Chicago-Kan~as 
City toll lines are all busy, by way of 
St. Louis. This is possible because, as 
already pointed out no matter where the 
code 816 846 is received, it always means 
Vinland in eastern Kansas, just as 'Within 
the New York local numbering area PE6 
always means the Pemsylvania 6 office no 
matter which local office is the originat
ing point. 

KANSAS CITY LAWRENCE VINLANO 

1234 ¥~ 

Fig. l-10 - Codes and Rofl.ting for a Full Mechanical Toll Call 

7.02 When the translator in Kansas City 
receives the 816 from the sender, it 

requires :t'urther informatiGn to enable it 
to select the proper route because it bas 
direct circuits to several points in that 
area. It, therefore, asks the sender for 
the next three digits and uses them. to 
route the call to Lawrence, telling the 
BeDder to drop the first three digits and 
transmit the r...,.iping digits forward. 

7.04 Although in the example used the 
call was handled by an operator, it 

'Will readily be lileen that the :f.'undam.ental 
toll swi t.ching arrangements would be :no 
di:t':t'erent if the subscriber had dialed 
his own call into a sender in Portsmouth. 
It is contemplated that future toll de
velopments Will follow a pattern that 'Will 
place n0 i:mpedim.ent in the way of long 
distance dialing by subscribers. 
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